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Abstract
We prove that the equivalence of recursive types induced by the equality of their in/nite
unfoldings coincides with the equality of their interpretations as closures over the -model P!.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
When the set of simple types for the -calculus is extended with recursive types,
it is natural to de/ne on the resulting set T of type expressions equivalence relations
that identify the recursive type expression t:A (denoting, roughly, the solution of the
equation t=A) with A[t := t:A]. This has usually been done in two ways.
On the one hand, one can inductively generate the smallest congruence ∼ (with
respect to the type constructors) such that t:A∼A[t := t:A]. Essentially, this has
been done in [17].
On the other hand, one can regard a recursive type as a /nite representation of
the in/nite, regular tree [13] obtained by unfolding the recursion completely. In this
approach, two types are equivalent when they represent the same in/nite tree. This
notion of strong equivalence has been studied, among others, in [10]. A formal system
for proving judgements of strong equivalence of recursive types has recently been
described by Brandt and Henglein [7].
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In this paper, we address the problem of characterizing strong equivalence from a
semantical point of view, when types are interpreted as closures over the -model P!
[21]. We shall prove that two types in T are strongly equivalent, exactly when their
interpretations as closures coincide (Theorem 3.2 below). Similar complete character-
izations of strong equivalence of recursive types have been also given when types
are interpreted as ideals over a domain D de/ned as the inverse limit of a projective
sequence ([11]; see also [10, Theorem 3:15]), or as complete and uniform partial equiv-
alence relations over such a D (by a reduction to the ideal case, see [3]). The present
completeness proof makes explicit the coinductive characterization of strong equiva-
lence, which is implicit in all these proofs. Furthermore, as closures yield models for
strongly typed systems (see e.g. [9]), our result justi/es the use of strong equivalence
as the basic notion of equality for recursive types also in the context of strongly typed
calculi, like one of the formulations of FPC studied in [1].
2. Recursive types
The set of recursive types T is described by the grammar
A ::= t |A→ A | t:A;
where t ranges over a denumerable set V of type variables.
Let  be the signature consisting of the binary symbol → and the constant . (V )
denotes the expansion of  obtained by adding the symbols in V as new constants. A
recursive type will be considered as a /nite notation for the in/nite (V )-tree arising
from the process of unwinding the recursion. In this process, meaningless recursive
types of the form t1 : : : tn:ti are mapped onto the constant . The notation T∞ (V )
will be used to indicate the set of in/nite (V )-trees. (See [13] for a survey of the
basic properties of T∞ (V ).)
In many cases it is useful to exploit a partial order that can be de/ned over T∞ (V ):
given ; ∈T∞ (V ), we say that 6 when  can be obtained from  by possibly
replacing some subtrees of  by . More formally, we look at  and  as partial func-
tions {0; 1}∗ * ∪V , where the elements of {0; 1}∗ are thought of as tree addresses,
and set
6  ⇔
{
dom() ⊆ dom(); and
∀w ∈ dom():(w) = ⇒ (w) = (w):
Clearly,  is the least element of the partially ordered set 〈T∞ (V );6〉, and every
directed subset  has a least upper bound
∨
. Furthermore, any in/nite tree is the
least upper bound of the directed set of /nite trees below it in the given ordering. The
inductive properties of T∞ (V ) derive from the following fact [16]:
Proposition 2.1. 〈T∞ (V );6〉 is the free continuous -algebra generated by V .
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A substitution is a function S :V →T∞ (V ). A substitution S can be uniquely ex-
tended, by freeness of T∞ (V ), to an endomorphism of T
∞
 (V ). If S(ti)= i for i=1;
: : : ; n, and S(ti)= ti otherwise, we write [t1 := 1; : : : ; tn := n] instead of S().
The following property exploits the CPO structure of 〈T∞ (V );6〉:
Proposition 2.2. The function ∈T∞ (V ):[t := ] is continuous; for every ∈T∞ (V )
and t ∈V .
We can now give a translation of recursive types into in/nite trees, as a function
(·)∗ :T→T∞ (V ) de/ned by structural induction on recursive types,
• t∗= t, for all t ∈V ;
• (A→B)∗=A∗→B∗;
• (t:A)∗= x(∈T∞ (V ):A∗[t := ]).
Observe that (t:A)∗=A∗[t := (t:A)∗], and also that (t1 : : : tn:ti)∗= for i=
1; : : : ; n.
A natural equivalence relation on T identi/es two recursive types when they have
the same unfolding as a tree in T∞ (V ) [10]. We shall call this strong equivalence.
Denition 2.1 (Strong equivalence of recursive types). For A; B∈T, de/ne A≈B if,
and only if, A∗=B∗.
So, for example, if t does not occur free in A, t:(t→A) ≈ t:((t→A)→A) because
they both unfold to the same in/nite tree
While the inductive characterization of T∞ (V ) as a free algebra will turn out to
be useful later in de/ning a semantical interpretation of in/nite trees (and therefore
of recursive types), in order to prove that two in/nite trees are equal we can use a
coinductive characterization of T∞ (V ) as the /nal coalgebra for the functor
F(V ) :Set → Set
that assigns to a set X the disjoint union
{}+ V + ({→} × X × X ):
Here, we follow the presentation in [15], to which we refer for the proofs and more
details on (/nal) coalgebras (see [20] for a general theory of “universal coalgebra”).
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Given a category C and an endofunctor F :C→C, an F-coalgebra is a pair 〈A;  :
A→F(A)〉. When F is our functor F(V ), the mapping  decomposes an a∈A
either as , or as a type variable, or as an arrow type of the form 〈→ ; 〈a′; a′′〉〉.
If 〈A′; ′ :A′→F(A′)〉 is another F-coalgebra, then an F-coalgebra homomorphism
f : 〈A;  :A→ F(A)〉 → 〈A′; ′ :A′ → F(A′)〉
is a morphism f :A→A′ of C such that F(f) ◦ = ′ ◦ f. A 5nal F-coalgebra
is a terminal object of the category whose objects are the F-coalgebras and whose
morphisms are the F-coalgebras homomorphisms. The dual of Lambek Lemma [20,
Theorem 9:1] states that if 〈A;  :A→F(A)〉 is a /nal F-coalgebra, then  is an
isomorphism. Therefore, we shall often omit the explicit indication of  for /nal
coalgebras.
Proposition 2.3. T∞ (V ) is the 5nal F(V )-coalgebra.
We shall now introduce the main technical tool that will be used throughout to prove
that two in/nite trees are equal, exploiting the coalgebraic nature of T∞ (V ).
Denition 2.2 (F(V )-bisimulation). A relation R⊆X ×X on the F(V )-coalgebra  :X
→F(V )(X ) is a F(V )-bisimulation if and only if the following conditions are satis/ed
whenever xRx′:
(1) (x)= 〈; 〈 〉〉 if and only if (x′)= 〈; 〈 〉〉,
(2) (x)= 〈t; 〈 〉〉 for some t ∈V if and only if (x′)= 〈t; 〈 〉〉,
(3) if (x)= 〈→; 〈x1; x2〉〉 then (x′)= 〈→; 〈x′1; x′2〉〉 and x1Rx′1, x2Rx′2,
(4) if (x′)= 〈→; 〈x′1; x′2〉〉 then (x)= 〈→; 〈x1; x2〉〉 and x1Rx′1, x2Rx′2.
An F(V )-coalgebra is strongly extensional if equality is the largest F(V )-bisimula-
tion. We have,
Proposition 2.4. Final F(V )-coalgebras are strongly extensional.
Therefore, in order to show that two in/nite trees  and ′ are equal, it is enough to
/nd an F(V )-bisimulation containing the pair 〈; ′〉. More precisely, from Propositions
2.3 and 2.4 we obtain the following proof principle for T∞ (V ):
Theorem 2.1 (Coinduction principle for T∞ (V)). Assume that the relation R⊆T∞ (V)
×T∞ (V ) satis5es the following condition: if R′ then,
(1) = if and only if ′=;
(2) = t ∈V if and only if ′= t ∈V;
(3) if = 1→ 2 then ′= ′1→ ′2 and 1R′1; 2R′2;
(4) if ′= ′1→ ′2 then = 1→ 2 and 1R′1; 2R′2.
If ; ′ ∈T∞ (V ) and R′; then = ′.
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3. Recursive types as closures
Each type A∈T shall be interpreted as a closure over the domain P!, i.e. as a
continuous function a :P!→P! such that I⊆ a= a◦a, where I is the identity function
over P! and ⊆ denotes the pointwise ordering [21].
The interpretation of types as closures has been used several times in the litera-
ture, notably by McCracken [18] and Barendregt and Rezus [6] (see also [9, Section
7:2]). Related approaches use 5nitary projections [2], namely continuous, idempotent
endo-functions of a Scott domain D that are dominated by the identity in the point-
wise ordering. The motivation for using closures instead of /nitary projections in this
paper is the remark that the interpretation of t:(t→ t) as a /nitary projection coin-
cides with that of t: t, that is, they have both the least /nitary projection as value
(the constant function that maps every element to the least element of D). Hence,
there cannot be any completeness result like that we are looking for, as the in/nite
unfoldings of these two types are diLerent. When types are interpreted as closures,
the interpretation of t:(t→ t) is a non-trivial extensional model of the type-free -
calculus [14, 21].
3.1. The model P!
We recall brieMy the construction of P!; complete details may be found in [21] or
[5, Chapter 18, Section 1].
Let P!=def{x | x⊆!}, and de/ne the bijective enumeration
e :!→ P/n(!)
of /nite sets of natural numbers by setting
en = {k0; : : : ; km−1} iL k0 ¡ · · ·¡ km−1 and n =
m−1∑
i=0
2ki :
Thus, the natural number n encodes the /nite set {k0; : : : ; km−1} exactly when its binary
expansion has a digit ‘1’ in positions k0; : : : ; km−1, all other positions having a digit ‘0’.
Further, Cantor’s bijective enumeration of pairs of natural numbers is de/ned by
setting
(n; m)=def 12 (n+ m)(n+ m+ 1) + m:
Observe that P! is, in particular, a Scott domain, and therefore it makes sense to
speak of continuous functions f :P!→P! with respect to the Scott topology over
P!, whose basis consists of the sets
{x ∈ P! | x ⊇ en}
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for n∈!. Continuous endo-functions of P! can be identi/ed with elements of P!
through the following operations:
Denition 3.1. For a continuous f :P!→P!, de/ne its graph as the set,
graph(f)=def {(n; m) |m ∈ f(en)}:
Conversely, given any u⊆!, the continuous function fun(u) :P!→P! determined by
u is de/ned as
fun(u)(x)=def {m | ∃en ⊆ x:(n; m) ∈ u}:
Proposition 3.1. (i) For any continuous f :P!→P!;
fun(graph(f)) = f:
(ii) For any u∈P!; fun(u) is a continuous function P!→P! and
u ⊆ graph(fun(u)):
P! can be turned into an applicative structure by de/ning x · y, for x; y∈P!, to
be fun(x)(y). The properties of the operations fun and graph make the applicative
structure P! a -model in which all continuous functions are representable. We shall
identify a continuous function f :P!→P! with the element graph(f)∈P!, using
lambda terms as notations for elements of P! or continuous functions from P! to
itself, depending on the context. We shall also write occasionally ⊥; for ∅; !∈P!,
respectively.
3.2. Closures over P!
De/ne a closure (over P!) as a continuous function a :P!→P! such that I⊆ a=
a ◦ a, where I is the (graph of the) identity over P!. Let $ be the set of all closures
over P!.
Given a closure a, we can associate with it the set |a|=def{x∈P! | a(x)= x}⊆P!:
Then |a| is identical to the range im(a) of a. It can easily be proved that |a| is an
algebraic lattice (that is, an algebraic CPO which is a lattice), having as basis the set
of elements of the form a(en), for en ∈P/n(!). A very interesting property of closures
over P! is that there is a closure V :P!→P! such that a∈P! is a closure if and
only if V(a)= a (see [21, Theorem 5:5]). Therefore, up to isomorphism, $ = |V|.
For a; b∈$ , let
a ◦→ b=def u:b ◦ u ◦ a:
Then a ◦→ b∈$ , whenever a; b∈$ . Moreover, it follows from [21, Formula (5:24)]
that ◦→ can be regarded as a continuous function $→ [$→$]. Similarly, the /xed
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point operator on the CPO of closures can be de/ned directly as
x(f)=def
∞⋃
n=0
f(n)(I);
when f∈ [$→$], making it a continuous functional [$→$]→$ (see [21, Theorem
5:6]).
A closure a∈$ is said to be strict if it is strict as a function P!→P!, that is,
a(⊥)=⊥. Let $⊥ be the set of strict closures. Then,
Proposition 3.2. (i) a; b∈$⊥ implies a ◦→ b∈$⊥;
(ii) if  is a directed subset of $⊥, then⋃
 ∈ $⊥:
Proof. (i) Observe that (a ◦→ b)(⊥)= b ◦⊥◦ a, and, for any x∈P!, (b ◦ ⊥ ◦ a)(x)=
b(⊥(a(x)))= b(⊥)=⊥=⊥ (x), therefore a ◦→ b is strict.
(ii) Strictness of the least upper bound follows by remarking that:
(
⋃
) (⊥)=def
⋃{a(⊥) | a ∈ } = ⋃⊥ = ⊥:
The operator ◦→ is injective on strict closures, a property that will be central in the
following:
Proposition 3.3. For all a1; a2; b1; b2 ∈$⊥:
(a1 ◦→ b1 = a2 ◦→ b2)⇒ a1 = a2; b1 = b2:
Proof. Assume this is not the case. Then there are two possibilities:
(1) a1 = a2. By assumption, we have that for all x∈P! and any continuous f :P!→
P!:
b1(f(a1(x))) = b2(f(a2(x))):
If a1 = a2, then there is u∈P! such that a1(u) = a2(u). Therefore, there is a Scott open
subset U ⊆P! such that ai ∈U and a3−i =∈U for i=1 or 2. Consider the continuous
function h :P!→P! de/ned by
h(x) =
{ if x ∈ U;
⊥ if x =∈ U:
Then {h(a1(u)); h(a2(u))}= {⊥;}. Hence, b1(h(a1(u))) = b2(h(a2(u))) because all
the closures involved are strict and because, for any closure a, a()=. But this
contradicts the assumption that a1 ◦→ b1 = a2 ◦→ b2.
(2) b1 = b2. There must be a v∈P! such that b1(v) = b2(v). Now, take h :P!→P!
to be the constant function with value v. We have for all x∈P!:
b1(h(a1(x))) = b1(v) = b2(v) = b2(h(a2(x)));
hence a1◦→ b1 = a2◦→ b2, contradicting the assumption.
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Therefore, we can conclude that a1 = a2 and b1 = b2.
3.3. Type interpretation
We brieMy summarize the strategy used below to prove the main result of this
paper, namely the completeness of strong equivalence of recursive types, when types
are interpreted as closures over P! (Theorem 3.2).
We /rst de/ne an interpretation R < · =· of recursive types by structural induction
(De/nition 3.2). As coinduction directly applies only to in/nite trees in T∞ (V ), we
also introduce an interpretation T< · =· of in/nite trees as closures over P! (Lemma
3.1), and then show that, for a type A in T, the /rst interpretation yields the same
result as the second applied to the in/nite unfolding of A (Proposition 3.6). We show
that trees having the same interpretation under T< · =· (when their free type variables
are interpreted in the same way) are bisimilar, hence equal by the coinduction principle
(Theorem 2:1). Therefore, if two such trees are the unfoldings of recursive types, then
the latter are strongly equivalent. Completeness follows as an easy corollary of these
facts.
Denition 3.2. For any environment * :V →$ , de/ne the mapping
R< · =* : T → $
as follows:
• R <t=*= *(t),
• R <A1→A2=*=R <A1=* ◦→R <A2=*,
• R <t: A=*= ⋃∞i=0 f(i)(I), where f(a)=def R <A=*[t → a].
It can be easily proved by induction that f is a continuous function $→$ , and that
R <A=*∈$ , for any A∈T and * :V →$ . Observe that R <t:(t→ t)= is the closure that
corresponds to the extensional model of the type-free -calculus constructed in [21].
Another interpretation of recursive types can be given by interpreting /rst the in/nite
trees obtained by unfolding them: in fact, as T∞ (V ) is the free continuous -algebra
generated by V , and $ is an algebra of the same type, we have:
Lemma 3.1. Given * :V →$ , there is a unique strict continuous -homomorphic
extension of *
T<·=* :T∞ (V )→$
which satis5es the following equations:
• T<t=*= *(t),
• T<=*= I,
• T<1→ 2=*=T<1=* ◦→T<2=*,
for all 1; 2 ∈T∞ (V ).
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In order to show that, for every A∈T and * :V →$ , R <A=*=T<A∗=*, we /rst
prove some properties that will be needed below. The /rst of these is taken from [13,
Corollary 3:3:4]:
Proposition 3.4. For all ; ∈T∞ (V ); every t ∈V and every * :V →$:
T<[t := =* =T<=*[t →T<=*]:
Proposition 3.5. (i) For any ∈T∞ (V ) and any * :V →$⊥; T<=*∈$⊥.
(ii) For any A∈T and any * :V →$⊥; R <A=*∈$⊥.
Proof. The proof of the /rst part relies on the fact that, for all ∈T∞ (V ), T<=*=∨{T<X =* |X6; X /nite (V )-tree} and that the property can be proved by induction
on /nite (V )-trees, using Proposition 3.2(i), then by a passage to the limit justi/ed
by Proposition 3.2(ii). The second part follows by a straightforward induction on the
structure of A.
We shall also need to know more about the /xed point operator on CPOs. The
following de/nition and theorem are due to Plotkin [19, Chapter 2, Exercise 30]:
Denition 3.3 (Uniformity of 5xed point operators). Let a /xed point operator F be
a class of continuous functions indexed over CPOs FD : [D→D]→D such that, for
every CPO D and every continuous f :D→D :FD(f)=f(FD(f)). A /xed point op-
erator F is uniform if, for all pairs of continuous functions f :D→D and g :E→E
and any strict continuous function h :D→⊥E such that the diagram
(1)
commutes, we have that h(FD(f))=FE(g).
Theorem 3.1. The 5xed point operator x de5ned by
xD(f)=def
⊔
n∈!
f(n)(⊥D)
is the only uniform 5xed point operator.
We can now show.
Proposition 3.6. For all types A∈T and all environments * :V →$:
T<A∗=* = R<A=*:
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of A:
if A= t ∈V the property is obvious, and if A=A1→A2, we have
T<A∗=*=T<A∗1 =* ◦→T<A∗2 =*
=R<A1=* ◦→R<A2=*
=R<A=*
using the induction hypothesis.
For A= t:A1: the function
H ()=defA∗1 [t := ] : T
∞
 (V )→ T∞ (V )
and the function
K(a)=defR<A1=*[t → a] : $ → $
are continuous. Furthermore,
T<H ()=*=defT<A∗1 [t := ]=*
=T<A∗1 =*[t →T<=*] by Proposition 3:4
=R<A1=*[t → =T<*] by induction hypothesis
=K(T<=*):
Now, by Lemma 3.1, T< · =* is strict and continuous, and we can use uniformity of x
(Theorem 3.1, replacing f with H , g with K and h with T< · =* in diagram (1)) to
conclude that
T<(t:A1)∗=*=T<x( ∈ T∞ (V ):A∗1 [t := ])=*
= x(K)
=R<t:A1=*
which completes the proof.
Corollary 3.1 (Soundness). For any A; B∈T; if A≈B then R <A=*=R <B=* for all
environments * :V →$ .
Proof. The hypothesis implies A∗=B∗ ∈T∞ (V ), therefore
R<A=*=T<A∗=*
=T<B∗=*
=R<B=*
using Proposition 3.6.
In order to prove completeness, assume that A; B∈T are such that R <A=*=R <B=*
for all * :V →$ . We show that A≈B by de/ning an F(V )-bisimulation R such that
A∗RB∗. We /rst prove a lemma as follows.
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Lemma 3.2. The relation R⊆T∞ (V )×T∞ (V ) de5ned by
R if and only if ∀*: V → $⊥:T<=* =T<=*
is a F(V )-bisimulation on T∞ (V ).
Proof. Assume R and consider the possible three forms of .
= t ∈V : then also = t, because if = s = t then it is enough to choose *′ :V →$⊥
such that *′(s) = *′(t) to have T<=*′ =T<=*′, against the assumption that R.
=: then  cannot be a variable for the same reason as before, and  cannot have
the form 1→ 2 because
T<=*= I
⊂ I ◦→ I
⊆T<1=* ◦→T<2=*
=T<=*
because P! is not extensional and ◦→ is monotonic. Therefore, =.
= 1→ 2: then  must be of the form 1→ 2 by the previous arguments. Therefore,
T<1=* ◦→T<2=*=T<1 → 2=*
=T<=*
=T<=*
=T<1 → 2=*
=T<1=* ◦→T<2=*
and it follows from Propositions 3:5(i) and 3:3 that T<1=*=T<1=* and T<2=*=
T<2=*. Therefore, 1R1 and 2R2, showing that R is a F(V )-bisimulation.
Theorem 3.2 (Completeness). For all A; B∈T: if R <A=*=R <B=* for all environ-
ments * :V →$ , then A ≈ B.
Proof. Assume R <A=*=R <B=* for all * :V →$ . Then,
T<A∗=*=R<A=*
=R<B=*
=T<B∗=*
for all * :V →$ , by Proposition 3:6, and this implies that T<A∗=*=T<B∗=* for all
* :V →$⊥. Therefore, by the preceding Lemma, A∗RB∗ and /nally, by the coinduction
principle, A∗=B∗, that is, A≈B.
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4. Conclusions
We have shown that the relation ≈ that holds between two recursive types if they
unfold to the same in/nite tree is completely characterized as the equality of their
interpretations as closures over the domain P! (in every environment). This result is
an exercise in the application of coalgebraic methods, in particular, of coinduction, to
the semantics of recursive types. Such notions have already inMuenced, in a diLerent
way, the de/nition of a formal system for proving judgements of the form A≈B, where
A; B∈T [7].
The technique used in the present paper cannot be extended straightforwardly to other
type constructors. Already for the cartesian product the completeness property of strong
equivalence fails: for a natural choice of the cartesian product operator over closures we
have that I× I= I, while × is diLerent, as a tree, from . More than this, a rea-
sonable equational theory of recursive types should prove (A×B)→C ≈A→ (B→C),
which is clearly false if we view recursive types as /nite notations for their in/nite
unfoldings. Here the subject gets mixed with that of provable isomorphisms of types
[8, 12] with the added complications deriving from the presence of recursive types [4].
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